Knowledge Organiser:
How was the book created?
Author: C.S. Lew is (Clive Staples Lew is), born in
Belfast 1898, died Oxford 1963 aged 64.
When written: 1950 – first book written but 2nd text of
7 in the series.
Other works: Chronicles of Narnia; P rince Caspian
(1951), The Voyage of the Dawn Treader (1952), The
Silver Chair (1953), The Horse & His Boy (1954), The
Magician’s Nephew (1956), The Last Battle (1956). Also;
First novel: The Pilgrim’s Regress (1933), The Space
Trilogy (1935-1945)

Key Characters
Lucy Pevensie

Other characters...

youngest sibling, key protagonist in this story, first to discover Narnia, later crowned
Queen Lucy the Valiant.
Edmund Pevensie

Mr Tumnus: a faun.

The Professor.
Mr & Mrs Beaver: help the children.
Maugrim: w olf chief of police.
Rumblebuffin: giant.

second-youngest sibling. Lured by the White Witch's promise of power, Edmund
betrays his siblings. He later repents, and helps defeat the White Witch, when he is
crowned and named King Edmund the Just.
Susan Pevensie
is the second-oldest sibling, later crowned Queen Susan the Gentle.
Peter Pevensie

Vocabulary

Definition

Antagonist

A person who actively opposes or is hostile to someone or something; an
adversary.
The faculty or activity of imagining impossible or improbable things.

Fantasy

eldest sibling, settles disputes between his younger brother and sisters, hailed as a
hero for the slaying of Maugrim, crowned High King of Narnia, King Peter the Magnificent.

The White Witch
is Narnia’s self-proclaimed Queen, primary antagonist, cast a spell on Narnia for a
hundred years winter, turns creatures to stone, her actual name, "Jadis," appears
once in the book,.

Novel

A fictitious prose narrative of book length, typically representing character and
action with some degree of realism.

Throne

A ceremonial chair for a sovereign, bishop, or similar figure. Used to signify
sovereign power.

Aslan

Power

The capacity or ability to direct or influence the behaviour of others or the
course of events.

a lion, rightful King of Narnia and other magic countries, sacrifices himself to save
Edmund, resurrected to help win the battle.

Protagonist

The leading character or one of the major characters in a play, film, novel, etc

STORY MAP
Chapter 1
4 children are evacuated during the
Blitz to a house belonging to an old Professor. Lucy finds a magical world when
hiding in a wardrobe and meets the
faun Tumnus.

Chapter 2
Lucy and Mr Tumnus go to his house.
He tells her about Narnia and confesses
the Witch Witches' plan to capture any
children who enter Narnia. He lets Lucy
go back home.

Chapter 15
The Stone Table cracks and
Alsan returns. He runs to help
in the battle at the Witch’s castle.
Chapter 14
The Witch cuts off Aslan’s mane and
kills him instead of Edmund. The
Pevensie girls witness this.

Chapter 13
The Witch demands Edmund as a
traitor. Aslan and the Witch make a
deal—the Witch leaves.

Chapter 12
The 3 Pevensie children meet Aslan.
They are shown Cair Paravel and
Peter slays Maugrim, the wolf chiefof-police.
Chapter 11
Edmund travels with
the Witch through a changing Narnia to get to the Stone Table.

Chapter 3
Lucy and Edmund enter the
wardrobe, Edmund looks for
Lucy but finds the White Witch
and her servant .

Chapter 4
Edmund and the Witch talk. She
promises Edmund more Turkish Delight if he brings his siblings to her
house. Edmund and Lucy meet up
again and go back.

Chapter 5
Edmund and Lucy go back but Edmund denies visiting Narnia. Peter
and Susan talk to the Professor
about, then they all go into the
wardrobe together to hide.
Chapter 16
The battle rages at the castle. Aslan
returns the creatures from stone,
Edmund breaks the Witch's wand
but is wounded. Lucy saves him.

Chapter 17
Years have passed and the Pevensie children rule Narnia.
They go hunting for a white stag and find a lamppost on
the edge of Narnia. They find their way back through the
wardrobe and no time has passed since they left. They tell
the Professor, who thinks they will return to Narnia in the
future but not through the wardrobe.

Chapter 10
The children and beaver’s flee,
spring is returning to Narnia. They
meet Santa who gives them gifts
and advice.

Chapter 6
The 4 Pevensie children go into the
forest and find Tumnus gone, arrested by the Witch. They wonder
who is right and wrong.

Chapter 7
The 4 Pevensie children follow a
robin to the beaver’s house. They
hear about Aslan. They are welcomed in.

Chapter 9
Edmund gets to the Witch’s
house and finds animals turned to
stone. He alerts the Queen to
Aslan’s return.

Chapter 8
Mr Beaver talks more about Aslan.
Edmund goes to find the Witch,
the others are scared and run to
the Stone Table.

